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A study of cumulative fatigue damage at elevated temperatures was 
conducted using heat-treated SAE 4130 alloy steel. The S-N curves at 
room temperature, 44X0 F, and 800' F were obtained from rotating-beam 
fatigue tests. Two-step, three-step, and five-step cumulative-damage 
fatigue tests were conducted on rotating-beam fatigue specimens at 
room temperature, 400' F, and 800' F. The results of the cumulative- 
damage tests are compared with those of a theoretical analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
The behavior of a material subjected to repeated applications of 
load is of importance in the structural design of aircraft. Consequently, 
investigators have compiled volumes of data on the fatigue properties 
of aircraft materials and the effect of numerous variables on these 
properties. Most of these data were obtained by repeatedly applying 
a constant amplitude of alternating stress to a specimen until failure 
occurred. By testing a nu&er of specimens s.t different stress levels, 
an S-N curve is obtained in which stress is plotted against cycles to 
failure. 
The data obtained from conventional fatigue tests at constant stress 
amplitudes sre of questionable value for design applications in which the 
maximum intensity of stress is not constant during the life of the struc- 
ture. This problem is of particular interest in aircraft design since 
the stresses produced by air loads, gust loads, engine vibrations, and 
landings vary in magnitude and duration. The problem is further com- 
plicated by the fact that repeated stressing of a material at one stress 
sqlitude may have pronounced effects on the fatigue properties at other 
stress wlitudes. 
A nuxiber of investigations have been conducted (refs. 1 to 17) to 
determine the effect of stressing a material at one stress amplitude on 
the fatigue life at a second stress aqlitude. The evidence indicates 
that for both ferrous and aluminum alloys understressing, overstressing, 
and coaxing may produce considerable change in the fatigue properties 
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of 8 material. There have been attempts to explain these effects as the 
result 09 cold-working, strain-aging, residual stresses, and specimen 
selectivity. None of these explana.tions appear to be adequate since 
they fail to account completely for all the experimentaL evidence. 
Additional investiga.tions have been conducted (refs. 18 to 22) in 
which the stress amplitude w&s varied according to some,definite, usually 
periodic, program during the test. The results of tests of this type 
are difficult to interpret for design purposes unless the test load was 
varied in the same manner as that in which the load will vary in the 
part being designed. Since there are an infinite number of possible serv- 
ice stress histories, the accumulation of data in this manner would 
appear to be an endless task. 
L 
In order to obtain a rational design procedure it is necessary first 
to establish a hypothesis of fatigue damage. It appears reasonable to 
assume that a material subjected to repeated stressing undergoes some 
damage during each cycle of stress and that this damage accumulates to 
the point of failure. W$th such a hypothesis it is possible to relate 
the behavior of a material subjected to cycles of varying stress am&i- 
tude to its behavior when subjected to cycles of constant stress ampli- 
tude . It is then possible to design a maiber that will be subjected 
to varying stress amplitudes during its life by use of the conventional 
S-N curve and the loading spectrum for the metier (refs. 20 and 23 to 25). 
P 
3 
This investigation was carried out 8-L the University of Alabama 
under the sponsorship and with the financial assi&ance of the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
SYMBOLS 
D fatigue dfm8.ge 
E endurance limit 
k constant 
N nmiber of loading cycles to failure at stress S 
n n&er of loading cycles applied at stress S 
R cycle ratio, f 
S stress 
. W net work absorbed at failure or work done to failure 
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Subscripts: 
1, 2, . . . n indicates steps or levels 
CUMULATIVE-DANAGERL'UDLES 
Miner (ref. 26) proposed the first usable hypothesis of fatigue 
damage by relating damage at each stress amplitude to the net work that 
may be absorbed by a material. Miner assumed that fatigue damage could 
be expressed as the ratio of the nuniber of loading cycles applied at a 
given stress to the number of cycles required to produce failure at the 
given stress. This ratio is referred to 8s the cycle ratio. Miner 
further assumed that if a material was subjected to repeated loading at 
more than one stress amplitude failure would occur when the sum of the 
cycle ratios became unity. This simple concept of cumulative danage 
may be expressed synibolically as follows: If 
W net work absorbed at failure or work done to failure 
Wl work absorbed at stress S1 in nl cycles 
nl number of loading cycles applied at stress Sl 
nuniber of loading cycles to failure at stress Sl 
Rl cycle r&lo 8t stress Sl 
then, the first a8suq&ion may be expressed as 
wl nl -= -= 
W N1 
Rl 
and the second assumption may be expressed as 
w1+ w2 + w3 + . . . wn = w 
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or 
wl w2 w3 
w+ w+ 
'n 
Y+*eY7=1 
from which 
“1+2+?2+ nnl . . .-= 
Nl N2 5 Nn 
or 
Rl+ R2 -I- R5+...Rn=1 
The last equation which may be expressed as 
c 
g = 1 is frequently 
N 
referred to as Miner's sum or the cumulative cycle ratio. 
. 
To verify this hypothesis, Miner performed a series of 22 axial- 
load fatigue tests on sheet specimens and riveted specFmens of 2024-T5 
alclad aluminum. Individual specimens were each subjected to two, 
three, or four different stress amplitudes. -The average value of the 
cumulative cycle ratio was 1.015 with a minimum of 0.61 and a ma&mum 
of 1.45. Although the average value of the cumulative cycle ratio is 
very nearly unity as predicted by Miner's theory, the experimental 
evidence is not conclusive because of the reJ.atively small number of 
tests and the scatter of the data. 
P -- 
Further investigations have shown that there are a number of addi- 
tional factors not considered by Miner that influence fatigue damage. 
For example, it has been shown that regardless of whether a high or low 
stress is applied first, the number of different stress amplitudes 
applied and the magnitude of each stress level relative to the endurance 
limit are among the-variables affecting fatigue damage. 
7 
- 
Brueggeman, Mayer, and Smith (ref. 27) conducted a series of axial- 
load tests on 93 specimens of 2024-T5 alumina-alloy sheet containing 
a drilled hole. All specimens were subjected to two-step tests in 
which a given number of cycles were applied at one stress followed by 
stressing at a second stress until failure. When the initial stress was 
less than the second stress, the cumulative cycle ratio at failure 
exceeded unity. When the initial stress was greater than the second 
stress, the cumulative cycle ratio was less than unity. I 
Y 
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Bennett (ref. 10) performed a series of tests on SAE 413C steel 
using both axial load and rotating bending machines. His results with 
respect to the effect of the sequence in which the stresses sre applied 
sre identical to those of Brueggeman, Mayer, and Smith. 
Richart and Newmark (ref. 28) have proposed a hypothesis in which 
the effect of the sequence in which the stresses are applied is consid- 
ered. If fatigue dsmage is denoted by the term D, curves of cycle ratio 
against we may be plotted. It is assumed that the dsmage is zero 
before applying any stresses and unity when a specimen has failed because 
of repeated stressing. Points on the conventional S-N curve represent 
a cycle ratio of unity and a we of unity. As a material is subjected 
to repeated stressing the cycle ratio increases sndthe damage increases. 
However, the exact relationship between cycle ratio and damage is not 
knOW?l. 
I 
u. 
Miner assumed a LLnesr relationship between cycle ratio and damage 
as shown by the line D = R in figure 1. Richart s.nd Newmark assume 
that the relation between cycle ratio and damage is a function of the 
stress as shown by the curves Sl, S2, and S 3 in figure 1 in which 
sp s2 > s3. The assumption of Richart and Newmsrk agrees with the 
experimental evidence which indicates that at low stress levels a 
relatively small amount of demage occurs during the early cycles but 
increases rapidly toward the end of the endurance lift. On the other 
hand, at high stress levels a greater amouzlt of damage occurs during 
the early cycles than during the latter stages. This assumption sgrees 
with the conclusions of other investigators that the cumulative cycle 
ratio at failure is greater than unity whenthe initial stress is less 
than the final stress and less than unity when the initial stress is 
larger than the final stress. 
In order to apply the hypothesis of Richsrt end Newk it is 
necesssry to determine experimentally curves of dsmage plotted'against 
cycle ratio for various stresses in addition to the conventional S-N 
curve. Since curves of damage plotted against cycle ratio sre not 
readily available for most materials, it would be difficult to use this 
procedure in design. 
Grover, Bishop, and Jackson (ref. 29) conducted a num13er of two- 
step cumulative-damage axial-load fatigue tests on sheet specimens of 
x)24-T3 aluminum alloy, 707546 zXhmknm alloy, and SAE 4130 steel. 
For the tests in which the low stress was applied first, the cumulative 
cycle ratio at failure exceeded unity for all three materials. For 
the tests in which the high stress was applied first, the cumulative 
cycle ratio at failure was less than unity for the SAJZ 4130 steel speci- 
mens. However, the tests on the aluminum-alloy specizaens in which the 
high stress was applied first had a cumulative cycle ratio at failure 
geater.than unity. 
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Msmco and Starkey (ref. 30) reported .a number of rotating-beam 
fatigue tests of 76S-T61 aluminum alloy and SAE 4340 steel in which 
cumulative damage was studied. The results of these tests also show 
the effect of the order in which the stresses me applied. DurLng the 
course of each test the stress was changed 2, 4, 6, 10, 13, or 20 times. 
There was no well-defined effect due to the number of different stresses 
applied. 
A very extensive axial-load cumulative-fatigue-damage study of 
alclad 7075-T6 and alclad 2024-T3 aluminum-alloy sheet was conducted 
by Smith, Howard, and Smith (ref. 31). A total of 805 specimens were 
tested under various loading conditions with all the cumulative-dsmage 
tests being two-step tests. Seventy-two percent of the average cz.unula- 
tive cycle ratios were within 20 percent of unity and 4C percent were 
within 10 percent-of unity. The smallest average cumulative cycle ratio 
of a group of four similar specimens was 0.568 and the largest, 1.440. 
There'was no systematic variation of the cumulative cycle ratio with 
the stress smplitude, the sheet thickness, the mean stress, or the alloy 
used. 
Schijue and Jacobs (refs. 32) reported ammber of cumlative- 
damage axial-load fatigue tests on both notched and unnotched specimens 
of 2024-T3 alclad. Considerable scatter in the results makes interpre- 
tation difficult. For example, in one series of 10 identical tests on 
notched specimens in which the high stress was applied first, the cumu- 
lative cycle ratio at failure varied from 0.19 to more than 18. 
Low (ref. 33) conducted a nmiber of reversed-bending cumulative- . damage tests on alummum -alloy sheet. Instead of the conventional 
S-N curve, a curve of maximum fiber strain plotted against mmiber of 
cycles to failure was obtained which was similar in shape to the con- 
ventional S-N curve for nonferrous materials. In the cumulative-damage 
tests, the value of the cumulative cycle ratio at failure varied from 
0.75 to 1.49. A plot of the maximum fiber strain against the number 
of cycles to failure at the final strain is linear which suggests another 
variable that may inf'luence the value of the cumulative cycle ratio. 
Henry (ref. 34) has made a theoretical analysis of fatigue-damage 
accumulation based on the assumption that the S-N curve may be repre- 
k sented by the equation N = - 
s -E 
where k is a constant and E is 
the endurance limit. An expression.denoted by 7 is called the over- 
stress ratio and defined as 
G 
L 
P 
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Henry assumes that as a material accumulates fatigue damage the values 
of k and E change so that after a material has accumulated a cer- 
tain amount of fatigue dsmage it has an S-N curve different from the 
S-N curve of the virgin material. Using these assum&ions, Henry has 
derived the following expression for the fatigue damage D (where R 
is cycle ratio): 
D= R 
1+1-R 
7 
Using this expression Henry has snalyzed the experimental data of 
Bennett (ref. l-0) and Kommers (refs. 9). There is close agreement 
between the experimental results and the results sredicted by Henry's 
theory. Henry's theory may be applied to predict the cumulative cycle 
ratio when only the conventional S-N curves of a material are available. 
All the fatigue-dsmage tests reported in the literature were con- 
ducted at room temperature. The present investigation was undertaken to 
determine the fatigue-dsmage characteristics of a typical aircraft steel 
at elevated temperatures. 
The material used in this investigation was supplied as 223 feet 
1 of -- 
2 
inch-diameter round rod from one heat of SAE 4130 steel which was 
heat-treated to military specification S 6738, condition F3. 
The chemical analysis was as follows: 
Carbon, percent by weight .... .' ............... 0.33 
Manganese, percent by weight .................. 0.46 
Phosphorus, percent by weight .................. 0.014 
Sulphur, percent by weight ................... 0.010 
Silicon, percent by weight ................... 0.30 
Nickel, percent by weight .................... 0.17 
Chromium, percent by weight ................... 0.90 
Molybdenum, percent by weight .................. 0.20 
. 
The room-temperature mechanical properties were determined using 
American Society for Metals standard 3/16-inch tension specimens. These 
tests were performed in a Baldwin 6O,ooO-pound universal testing machine 
d with Huggenberger Tensometers used to measure strains. The average room- temperature mechanical properties from six tests were as follows: 
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Ultkate strength, psi ........... .T ....... 133,~ 
Proportional limit, psi ......... .- ......... 80,000 
Yield strength (0.2-percent offset), psi ......... 111,300 
Young's modulus, psi ................... 30,040,OOO 
Elongation in 1 inch, percent ............... 
Reduction of szea, percent ................ 652: 
Rockwell-hardness .................... ~26.3 
The average tensile stress-strain curve is shown in figure 2. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
For comparison purposes, a series of cumulative fatigue tests were 
conducted at room temperature using a tiouse rotating bending fatigue 
machine operating at 4,800 rpm. 
The elevated-temperature tests were conducted in a Krause high- 
speed, high-temperature, repeated-stress m&chine at a testing speed of - 
4,800 rpm. This machine is described in detail in reference 35. 
* 
The dimensions of the specimens used for all the fatigue tests are ir 
given in figure 3. The specimens were machined from the $- inch-diameter 
rod and then polished. The machining marks were removed with l20-grit 
Metalite cloth and 280~grit Metalite cloth was used for the final polish. 
All circumferential scratches were removed by polishing parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the specimen while it was slowly rotated in a lathe. - 
Approximately 0.002 inch of the material was removed in the polishing 
operation. 
For the elevated-temperature tests the specimens were inserted in 
the furnace at room temperature and rotated at zero stress while the 
furnace temperature was increased to the test temperature. The testing 
temperature was obtained in approxW@ely 45 minutes. After reaching 
the test temperature an additional 15 minutes was allowed to obtain 
temperature equilibrium before applying the load. 
To obtain the S-N curve at each temperature, a series of conven- 
tional fatigue tests were performed. A minimum of four specimens were 
tested at each of 10 different stress levels. 
The cumulative-dsmage tests at each temperature were conducted in 
three parts: A series of two-step tests, 
and a series of five-step tests. 
a series of three-step tests, 
Y 
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The two-step tests were conducted according to the following 
schedule: 
i 
(1) Initial stress Sl less than final stress S2 
(a) Cycle ratio of 0.25 at Sl to failure at S2 
(b) Cycle ratio of 0.50 at Sl to failure at S2 
(c) Cycle ratio of 0.75 at Sl to failure at S2 
(2) Initial stress Sl greater than final stress S2 
(a) Cycle ratio of 0.25 at Sl to failure at S2 
(b) Cycle ratio of 0.50 at Sl to failure at S2 
(c) Cycle ratio of 0.75 at Sl to failure at S2 
A minimum of four spectiens were tested in each stress sequence. The 
e&tie schedule was then repeated for a different set of stresses Sl 
and S2. 
The three-step tests -were conducted according to the following 
schedule: 
(1) Stress level progressively increasing, Sl < s2 < s3: 
Cycle ratio of 0.30 at Sl followed by cycle ratio of 0.30 
at S2 to failure at 53 
(2) Stress level progressively decreasing, Sl > s2 > s3: 
Cycle ratio of 0.30 at Sl followed by cycle ratio of 0.30 
at S2 to failure at S3 
A minimum of four specimens were tested in each sequence. 
The five-step tests were conducted according to the following 
schedule: 
(1) Stress level progressively increasing, s1 < s2 < s3 < s4 < s5 
(2) Stress level progressively decreasing, Sl > s2 > s3 > 54 > s5 
(3) Stress level alternating, s1 < s2, 32 ‘S3, s3 < s4, s4 ‘S5 
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A cycle ratio of 0.20 was applied at each of the first four stress levels 
followed by stressing until Pailure at the final stress level. A minimum 
of four specimens were tested in each sequence. . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Room Temperature 
The data used to obtain the S-N curve at room temperature are 
suxmarized in table I. The mean S-N curve shown in figure 4 was obtained 
by the method of reference 36, as illustrated in appendix A. The reason- 
able range (ref. 36) of the mean S-N curve is QOO psi. For a single 
specimen, the average value of cycle ratio i was 1.035 with a minimum 
value of 0.780 and a maximum value of 1.343. Seventy-five percent of the 
specimens had a value of i within 15 percent of unity and 61 percent 
of the specimens had a value of E within 10 percent of unity. 
The results of the two-step tests at room temperature are summarized 
in table II. For 24 specimens to which the low stress was applied first, 
the average value of the cumulative cycle ratio at failure was 1.169. 
For 24 specimens to which the high stress was applied first, the average 
value of the cumulative cycle ratio was 0.809. 
The results of the three-step tests at room temperature are given 
in table III. For the specimens for which the stress level was pro- 
gressively increased during the test, the average value of the cumula- 
tive cycle ratio was 1.644. For the specimens for which the stress 
level was progressively decreased during the test, the average value of 
the cumulative cycle ratio was 0.787. 
The results of the five-step tests at room temperature sre summa- 
rized in table IV. When the stress level was progressively increased 
the average value of the cumulative cycle ratio was 1.107. When the 
stress level was progressively decreased the average value of the cumu- 
lative cycle ratio was 0.875. For specimens for which the stress level 
was alternately increased and decreased, the average cumulative cycle 
ratio was 0.846. 
I 
* 
As other investigations have shown, the data given in tables II, 
III, and IV indicate that at room temperature the order in which the 
stresses are applied affects the cumulative cycle ratio. In general, 
when a low stress is applied first, the damage at the low stress is less 
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than that predicted by Miner and when a high stress is applied first 
the dsmage is greater than that predicted. 
Henry (ref. 34) considered the effect of the order in which the 
stresses are applied in developing his theory. For each of the 
cumulative-damage tests, the theoretical cumulative cycle ratio has been 
computed using Henry's theory and compared with the expe,rimental results 
in table V. A sample computation using Henry's theory is given in 
appendix B. In general, the test results at room tqerature show close 
agreement with the values predicted by Henry. 
Temperature, 400' F 
The test results used to obtain the mean S-N curve at 400' F are 
presented in tabular form in table VI and shown graphically in figure 5. 
The reasonable range of the mean curve is *73o psi. For a single speci- 
men, the average value of i was 1.016 with a minimum value of 0.465 
and a maxFmum value of 1.595. Fifty-one percent of the specimens had 
a value of i within 15 percent of unity and 41 percent of the speci- 
mens had a value of z within 10 percent of unity. The scatter is 
somewhat larger than that found in the room-temperature tests. This 
greater scatter may be attributed to the introduction of the tempera- 
ture variable. 
The results of the two-step tests at 400' F are presented in 
tables VII and VIII. In table VII the cycle ratio was computed using 
the mean S-N curve whereas in table VIII the computations were based 
on the minimum S-N curve. The computations based on the minimum 
S-N curve are presented to show that, in the cumulative-damage tests, 
the range of values obtained for the cumulative cycle ratio cannot be 
explained solely on the basis of scatter. Table VIII shows that the 
cumulative cycle ratio is less than unity when the high stress is 
applied first even when the computations are based on the minimum fatigue 
life. Table VIII also shows that if the computations are based on the 
minimum S-N curve the effect of the order in which the stresses are 
applied is the s&me at elevated temperature as it is at room tempera- 
ture. For specimens to which the low stress was applied first the 
average value of the cumulative cycle ratio w-as 1.283. For specimens 
to which the high stress was applied first the average value of the 
cumulative cycle ratio was 0.84-8. 
Tables M and X present the results of three-step tests at 4.00' F. 
Based on the minimum S-N curve, the average value of the cumulative cycle 
ratio w-as 1.862 for specimens subjected to progressively increasing 
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stresses and 0.865 for specimens subjected to progressively decreaskzg 
stresses. 
The results of the five-step tests at 400' F are given in tables XI 
and XII. Based on the minm curve, the average value of the cumula- 
tive cycle ratio was 2.436 for specimens subjected to progressively 
increasing stresses and 1.~8 for specimens on which the stress level 
was alternately increased and decreased. 
In table XIII the experimental results are compared with the results 
predicted by Henry's theory. All the computations in this table are 
based on the minimum fatigue life. Although the agreement is not so 
close as that at room temperature, Henry's theory appears to predict 
satisfactorily the effect of stress sequence on the cumulative cycle 
ratio. 
Temperature, 800° F 
The test results used to obtain the mean S-N curve at 800° F are 
presented in tabular form in table XIV and shown graphically in fig- 
ure 6. The reasonable range of the mean curve is 4410 psi. For a 
single specimen, the average value of i was 1.161 with a minimum value 
of 0.345 and a maximum value of 2.567. Although this represents greater 
scatter than the room-temperature tests or the tests at &CC0 F, the 
reasonable range of the mean curve is less because of the larger number 
of specimens tested. Only 20 percent had a value of $$ within 20 per- 
cent of unity and 15 percent of the specimens had a value of ; within 
10 percent of unity. 
The results of the two-step tests at 80C" F are presented in 
table XV. For 27 specimens to which the low stress was applied first, 
the average value of the cumulative cycle ratio at failure was 1.302. 
For 26 specimens to which the high stress was applied first, the average 
value of the cumulative cycle ratio at failure was 0.594. The effect 
of the order in which the stresses were applied is the same as that 
noted at room temperature and at 400' F. 
Table XVI presents the results of the three-step tests at 800' F. 
For the specimens on which the stress level Gas progressively increased 
during the test, the average value of the cumulative cycle ratio at 
failure was 0.584. For specimens on which the stress level was progres- 
sively decreased during the test, the average value of the cumulative 
cycle ratio at failure wa6 0.450. These data again indicate the effect 
of the order of application of.stress on the cumulative cycle ratio at 
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failure. However, in the progressively increasing stress tests, the 
cumulative cycle ratio was not greater than unity. 
In table XVII, the results of the five-step tests at 800' F are 
given. The average value of the cumulative cycle ratio at failure was 
0.884 for specimens subjected to progressively increasing stresses, 
0.439 for specimens subjected to progressively decreasing stresses, and 
0.379 for specimens on which the stress level was alternately increased 
and decreased. As in the three-step tests, the cumulative cycle ratio 
at failure was less than unity regardless of the order fn which the 
stresses were applied. 
The comparison of the experimental results at 800' F-with those 
obtained by Henry's theory is given in table XVIII. Although Henry's 
theory appears to predict the proper trend, the agreement is not close 
in the progressively increasing three-step and five-step tests. 
CONCLUDING 
A study of cumulative fatigue damage at elevated temperatures using 
heat-treated SAE 4130 alloy steel has been made. In using fatigue data, 
it is Important to recognize, that the fatigue curve represents only aver- 
age values. An individual specimen may exhibit a fatigue life consider- 
ably different from the average. The data obtained indicate that fatigue 
testing at elevated temperatures may be emected to result in even greater 
scatter than that which appears at room temperature. When this already 
large scatter is coupled with further inaccuracies introduced by testing 
at more than one stress level, the scatter may become large enough to 
overshadow the effects of the variables being studied. However, the 
results indicate that the frequently accepted assumption that damage is 
proportionalto cycle ratio errs on the unssfe side under certain condi- 
tions. These results cannot be explained solely on the basis of scatter. 
Since Henry (Transactions of A.S.M.E., August 1953) assumed an 
ewation for the S-N curve that does not fit the elevated-temperature 
data, closer agreement may be obtained by the use of a different equa- 
tion in the analysis. 
The analysis developed by Henry satisfactorily predicts the cumu- 
lative cycle ratio at failure in room-temperature tests. At elevated 
temperatures, further study is indicated to arrive at a satisfactory 
analysis. 
University of Alabama, 
University, Ala., March 25, 1957. 
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APPENDIX A . 
METBOD FOR OBTAINING KEXN S-N CURVE b 
In order to obtain the mean life at each stress amplitude, the mean 
S-N curve was determined by the method proposed in reference 36. This 
method assumes that fatigue data follow a normal distribution on the 
stress scale which has been shown to be reasonably correct (ref. 37). 
The mean S-N curve is established by a statistical technique through 
trial and error. To illustrate this method, a portion of the room- 
temperature data has been replotted in figure 7. 
Groups of points sre selected so that each group contains at least 
5 test points within a 10 to 1 life scatter. The data plotted in fig- 
ure 7 have been divided into two groups denoted A and B. After selecting 
the groups, the center of each group is determined by inspection and the 
vertical lines TT* drawn through the center. The center of each group 
represents the approxtite mean-log-life of the group. 
The mean stress of each group at the mean life is then determined. 
For each plotted point, the vertical displacement from the estimated 
curve is measured and expressed in terms of stress. In figure 7, the 
vertical displacement of one of the points in group A is shown as 
As = 1,500 psi. This displacement is considered positive when the point 
lies above the curve. The algebraic sum and the mean of these vertical 
displacements are then computed for each group. For group A, the alge- 
braic sum is given by 
Y 
c (As)= 700+ 500 - 500 - 1,100 + 1,500 + 1,100 + 0 - 450 = 1,750 psi 
and the mean stress is 1,750 
8 
= 219 psi. 
The mean is then measured off on line IT' from points z to w. 
Point w lies above the curve when the mean is positive and below the 
curve when the mean is negative. The mean of each group is computed 
and a new curve, shown in figure 7 as the corrected curve, is drawn 
through the points labeled w in each group. 
In reference 36 it is recommended that the entire procedure be 
repeated until the stresses of.any curve are within 2 percent of the 
stress of the preceding curve. The final curve obtained is the mean 
curve. The reasonable range is defined as 
NACA TN 4284 15 
where 
N number of specimens 
c=g5”;3! 
(” ; ‘)! 
uncorrected standard deviation, 
xi -F vertical displacement of any point from corrected mean curve 
For the room-temperature data, the standard deviation of the 41 speci- 
mens was 945 psi and the reasonable range QO2 psi. This indicates that 
the probable position of the real mean curve is within C3O2 psi of the 
position shown in figure 4. 
16 
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EXAMPIE OF COMPUTATION OF CD'MDLATIVE CYCLE RATIO 
To illustrate the method of analysis proposed by Henry, the com- 
putation of the theoretical cumulative' cycle ratio is csrried out in 
detail for one specimen at room temperature. 
Assume that a specimen is to be subjected to a cycle ratio Rl 
of 0.250 at a stress S1 of 80,000 psi followed by stressing at S2 
of 88,000 psi until failure. From figure 4 the endurance limit E at 
room temperature is 77,000 psi. The overstress ratio at Sl is given 
by 
Sl - E 
'l= E 
= ~,ocJo - 77Iooo = 0 039 
77,o@J 
. 
The overstress ratio at S2 is 
S2 - E 
'2= E 
= 8-8,ooo : 77,000 = 0.143 
77,000 
The damage due to imposing a cycle ratio of 0.250 at S, is 
D1 = R1 
1-Rl= 
0.250 
l+ 1 + O-750 
7l 0.039 
L 
= 0.012 
The damage due to stressing at Sl represents a 
equal to 
R2 = 
Dl(1 + 72) o.ol2(1.143) 
=1 + 72 = 0.012 + 0.143 
cycle ratio at S2 
-. 
= o.ogo 
The life remaining at S2 is (1 - R2) or 0.910. The cumulative cycle 
ratio is the result of a cycle ratio of 0.250 at S1 plus a cycle ratio 
of 0.910 at S2.. Therefore, -_ - - 
W 
. 
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c n -= N 0.250 + 0.910 = 1.160 
As shown in table II, the average experimental value obtained for this 
condition was 1.134. 
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TABL;E I.- RFSULTSOFROO?X-TEMfERATuRF: TlEYrSATowEsTRE!ssLEvxL 
[N obtained from mean S-N curve] 
Specimen 
number 
1=75 
12~76 
l2F80 
l=74 
12~61 go, 000 67,100 86,000 
12~62 90, cm 73,400 86,ooQ 
J-=59 90,000 75,000 86,000 
12F6C 90,~O 80,200 86,ooo 
m72 
l-=79 
12F71 
12~78 
EF2 851~~00 
12F4 85,000 
m5 85,000 
m3 85,000 
l-=9 84,000 170,100 173,m 
l2Fll 84,000 
84,000 
173,m 173.,(Joo 
12~6 175,800 ~73,cJoo 
IZFTO 84,000 186,200 173,~ 
Stress, Cycles to 
Psi 
failure, 
n 
E?E 
88: 000 
88,000. 
28,700 33,500 
30,700 33,500 
34,= 33,500 
34,600 33,500 
50,CJOfJ 53,500 
53,300 53,500 
60,300 53,500 
64,300 53,500 
105,300 llo, 000 
110,200 llo, 000 
132,200 llo,ooo 
142,200 110,000 
138,000 
164,500 
173,m 
193,600 
Mean 
1 life, 
I N 
l58,ooo 
158,000 
158,000 
158,000 
Cycle 
ratio, 
n 
N 
0.857 
.g16 
1.021 
Av s . Av + . -. 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
c 
percent 
10.4 
4.3 
6-7 
-935 12.2 
496 6.5 
1.127 5.8 
1.202 12.9 
Av. 1.065 Av. 9.4 
::g 9.3 ..8 
.872  81:: 
Av. -9 . 0 Av. f5.0 
l 957 14.1 
1.002 10.1 
1.202 7.8 
16.5 
Av. kl2.1 
.873 17.6 
1.041 
l*og5 ::; 
1.225 1 .7 
Av. 1.059 Av. -5 kg. 
983 3.6 
1.005 1.5 
1.016 
Av . g . Av . 4 . 
. 
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I. 
Specimen 
number 
lZFl2 82,cuo 
3-13 82,000 
la?15 82,000 
l2Fl4 82,000 
la?17 80,000 228,000 282,000 
l-=19 80,000 270,500 282,000 
12~18 80,000 276,400 282,000 
12~16 80,000 339,200 282,000 
m23 
12~25 
12F21 
l2F22 
12~28 
12F30 
12F2g 
12~81 
=27 
T&IX I.- RESULTS OF ROOM-TEMPEXWIURE TESTS AT 
ONE STRESS LEVEZ - Concluded 
Stress, 
Psi 
78,000 
78,~ 
78,~ 
78,000 
77,000 495,900 
77,000 5379100 
77,000 1,001,000 
77,000 11,793,7~ 
77,000 u,404,800 
Cycles to 
failure, 
n 
225,ooo 224,000 
244,000 224,OCG 
244,800 224,OOG 
245,500 224,000 
396,300 
;g%z 
55&o 
Mean 
life, 
N 
410,ooo 
410,000 
410,cocl 
410,ooo 
t 
4 
4 
(4 
a b) 
a b) 
Cycle Deviation 
ratio, I from 
n averwe, 
N percent 
1.004 
1.091 
1.093 
Av $+? . . 
l 67 
1.084 
1.340 
1. 43 
Av. -335 1.1 
6.3 
1*9 
Av g . -. 
18.1 
3mo 
.8 
21.8 
Av. +lO.g 
18.3 
8.5 
13.2 
13.4 
Av. t-13.4 
aStress corresponds to endurance limit. 
bSpecimen did not fail. 
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TABLE II.- RESULTS OF TWO-STEP TESTS AZ'ROOMTEMPERBTURF: 
I From mean curve: N at 80,000 psi is 282,000 cycles, N at 82,000 psi 
is 224,000 cycles, N at @,OoO psi is llO,OOO cycles, and N at 
94,000 psi is 53,500 cycles1 
-I 
Specimen 
nmiber 
=90 
12Fll.g 
l2Fl20 
12Fl22 
ml-23 
12m.24 
12~125 
lzF131 
m127 
1.2~128 
im.32 
ml33 
m134 
l-=135 
12~136 
12~138 
=I=39 
l2F14Q 
l2F174 
ml75 
12Fl43 
12F144 
l2Fl45 
l2F146 
s1' 
Psi 
EJE 
8Q:OO0 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
88,000 
88,000 
=,CQO 
88,000 
=,ooo 
88,000 
88,000 
88,000 
88,000 
88,000 
88,000 
88,000 
s2J 
Psi 
RIJ 
nl 
q 
EiJEl 
881000 
88,000 
0.250 o-935 
.250 -833 
,250 9749 
.?x 1.018 
EJZ 
88:000 
88,000 
,500 .934 
.500 l 935 
-500 l 997 
-500 1.061 
88,000 -750 -794 
88,000 -750 -792 
88,000 -750 .364 
88Jmo l 75o -547 
8oJo~ -250 -545 
8oJom l 2w -567 
8oJ~o .250 -369 
8oJo~ .250 -488 
80,000 
-500 
,500 
.500 
l 500 
-750 
-750 
-750 
l 75o 
-136 
-347 
:g 
-325 
-713 
-266 
-123 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio J 
1.185 
1.083 
-999 
1.268 
Av. 1.134 
1.434 
1.435 
1.497 
1. 61 
-ST Av. 1. 1 
1.544 
1.542 
l-xl-4 
1. 7 
=3 Av. 1.37 
-795 
-817 
-619 
-7 8 
-35 Av. .7 
-631 
-847 
-882 
Av. :2g + 
l-075 
1.463 
1.016 
-873 
Av. 1.107 
Deviation 
from 
average J 
percent 
4.5 
5.5 
12.0 
Av. +k$ 
Av. -g . 
12.4 
12.2 
18-g 
s 
AV. f12.3 
7.4 
10.4 
16.4 
Av . & . 
23-9 
2% 
Av . 5% . 
3z 
8.2 
21.1 
Av. km 
Specimen 
number 
12~178 82,000 
ml79 82,000 
;x: 0.250 
94:ooo 
,250 
EFl80 82,000 I ,250 
12~181 82 000 J g4J 000 ,250 
~2~187 
12F188 
12F18g 
12~230 
l2F1go 
12F1g1 
12F1g2 
ml93 
l2F1g4 g4Jooo 82,000 -500 
12F195 g4J~o 82,000 l 500 
mlg6 g4Jooo 82,000 -500 
1m197 g4J~o 82~000 -500 
mng8 g4J~o 82,000 l 75o 
l-=199 94,000 82,000 l 75o 
12J?201 g4J 000 82,000 ' -750 
x3231 g4Jm 82~ 000 -750 
‘1’ ‘21 
Psi Psi 
RIJ 
nl 
T 
82Jm 94Jm 
82,000 94,~ :gZ 
82,000 ;tJE l 500 
82,000 J l 50Q 
82,000 -250 
82~ 000 ,250 
82JOO0 ,250 
g4Jooo 82,000 -2% 
2 ratio J 
~ N2 c ii 
o-587 o-837 
,630 
- :E 
1.1 8 45 Av. .g 
1.04-O 
1.267 
.424 ,924 
-2% 
.426 1.176 
1.118 
-954 
.320 
Av. 
-A 1.0 0 
1. 
.254 
-883 
9431 ,681 
Av. .652 
l 039 l 539 
,138 ,638 
,252 -752 
,192 96 2 
Av. -+ ' 55 
,162 l 9= 
,034 
.OlO 
l 275 1 Av. s 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
Ill.0 
6.4 
10.2 
27.4 
Av. ~3.8 
3.4 
25-9 
6.2 
21. 
Av. +l 3 92 
8-g 
3.5 
11.98 
Av. 9 :3 
22.7 
17.0 
3{.; 
. 
Av. +lg.g 
1z 
14:8 
Av & . . 
4.8 
10.0 
12.6 
17.8 
Av. kll.3 
c 
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TABLE III.- RESUlX'SOFT5KEE-STEPTESTSATROOMem 
3pecFmen 
number 
m237 
12~238 
l2F240 
u1?241 
82Jom 88Jooo 
82~CU0 88,000 
82,000 88,000 
82~ooO 88~ooO 
94J~o 88,000 
94,(,00 88Jo~ 
94Jmo 88,000 
$+J~o 88,00(, 
s3J 
Psi 
82,000 
82~ Ooo 
82~ 000 
82,000 
I.300 0.300 1.125 
,300 ,300 1.052 
9300 9300 ,746 
.300 9300 1.254 
-300 -300 
:gE l ;300 m 
a; 
.218 
.3OO 9300 ,186 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio J 
c 
n 
l-725 
1.652' 
1.346 
1.854 
Av. 1.644 
-775 
l 769 
,818 
86 
AV. + :7 7 
Deviation 
frm 
average, 
percent 
4.9 
l 5 
18.1 
12.8 
!lv. kg.1 
l-5 
::; 
1 
4v. z&z 
t 
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TABLE VI.- RIESULTS OF kOO°F 'IXSTSATONESTRESS LEVEL 
Specimen 
number 
Stress, 
Psi 
Cycles to Mean 
failure, life, 
n N 
12F114 84,000 
l2F102 84,000 
12Fll5 84,ooo 
12F103 84,000 
55,500 
52,400 
z2~ ., 
mg8 80,000 
=w9 80,000 
12~116 80,uoo 
12FlOO 80,000 
82,500 
77,200 
2 E 9 
1m95 
=w7 
E$ 
78,000 
78,m 
78,000 
78,000 
12Flll 
12FllO 
12F113 
ml-l-7 
l2F112 
159,000 
l46,5W 
139,100 
llo, 400 
108,400 
12Fg2 72,000 324,400 
1=93 72,000 321,200 
12~118 72,000 234,600 
12F58 72,000 130,400 
If=39 70,000 388,400 
=W 701~0 331-,9fJo 
3-=43 70,O~ 273,100 
~2~42 70,m 253,500 
12F41 70,m 221,800 
TN obtained from mean S-N curve L-- 1 
49,000 
$%z 
4g;ooo 
80,000 
80,000 
a-o, 000 
80,000 
102,000 
102,000 
102,000 
102,000 
133,000 
133,000 
133,000 
133,000 
133,000 
220,000 
220,000 
220,000 
220,oco 
2a0,oc-O 
280,000 
280,000 
280,Oco 
280,000 
Cycle 
ratio, 
ii 
1-133 
1.069 
1.020 
. 4 
Av. + 1.05 
1.031 
-965 
' 903 
.830 
Av. l 932 
1*137 
1.083 
,926 
-835 
Av. .995 
I*195 
1.102 
1.046 
.830 
.81 
AV. --ii l 99 
1.474 
1.4-60 
1.066 
2 
Av. -38 1:l 
1.387 
1.185 
l 975 
9905 
.2 
Av. -Y- 1.0 g 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
7-5 
1.4 
3=3 
. 
F Av. 31 .5 
10.6 
11.0 
Av. k7.1 
14.2 
8.8 
7.0 
16.1 
Av.fi1.5 
19-7 
10.4 
4.8 
16.8 
18.2 
Av.fi6?I . 
28.4 
27.1 
422 
Avdq.8 
32.2 
13.0 
7.1 
13.7 
24. 
3 Av.zkl .l 
. 
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TABLE VI.- RFSULTS OF 400' F TESTS AT ONX STRELSS IJZVEL - Concluded 
Specimen 
number 
Stress, 
Psi 
s? 
m49 
12~108 
1=55 66,000 691,800 
=F54 66, ooa 55% 500 
12~56 66,000 4=,9m 
12?14g 600 271,500 
1=157 
12~156 
l2Fl50 
12=55 
12~152 
12~162 60,000 
12~163 60,000 
68,000 
68,000 
68,oQo 
68,000 
502,900 
64, ooo 
64,000 
2;~~ 
64: ooo 
62, ooo 10,106:,800 
62,000 8,117,200 
62,ooo 3,949mo 
62, coo 376,300 
Cycles to Mean 
failure, life, 
n N 
460,000 
460,000 
Ez% J 
590,000 
590,000 
590, ~~ 
594,000 
5go,m 
Ia =I ac 
Cycle 
ratio, 
fi 
1.413 
1.133 
.g66 
.go8 
Av. 1.105 
1.504 
1.2l4 
-919 
Lz!G 
Av. 1.057 
l-595 
l 923 
*553 
22; 
Av. .807 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
27.9 
2.5 
12.6 
17.8 
h~fi5.2 
42.2 
14.9 
13.1 
4-4.2 
Av. +- 
?E 
31:5 
38.6 
42.4 
Avd44.g 
8Specimen did not fail. 
bStress corresponds to endwance 1Jmit. 
'Stress below endurance limit. 
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TABLE VII.- RESULTS OFTWO-STEP TESTS AT hOoF BASED ONMEANS-NCURVB 
[%rom mean curve: N at 68,000 psi is 356,000 cycles, N at 70,000 psi 
is 280,000 cycles, N at 78,000 psi 1s. 102,000 cycles, and N at 
80,000 psi is 80,000 cycles] 
R R Cumulative 
sl, s2, 
1' 2' cycle Deviation 
specimen nl n2 ratio, from number Psi Psi 
N1 ra2 
c ii 
average, 
percent 
~~164 68,000 8U,OOO 0.250 0.493 0.743 12~165 
lm166 pg 
.  ,56  3 
SF168 68:ooo 
a!&,@ 
80:ooo 
-250 l 379 2; 17-7 
.250 .621. SF .a l 14.0 
Av. .7 Av.km 
xm6g 68,000 80,ooo l 5m .166 .666 6.1 
l2F170 68,ooo 80,ooo -50-O . o6g 39 
l2F171 68,000 80,000 l 500 .16g 2.54 
12~172 68,000 80,000 l 500 .loa 
2% 
Av. .628 
d-- :2 
Av. .3 _ 
12F203 68,000 80,000 -569 0 -569 16.9 
l2F204 
1m205 2E 
,604 0 
681000 
E?E 
s1e.8 
80:000 
-750 .0x8 $2 12.1 
la?206 l 750 .04g 16.6 
Av. 
-8F . 
. 5 Av.km 
12F210 80,ooo 68,000 -2% .231 .#l 4.3 
12F211 80,ooo 68,ooo .250 .154 :$$ 12.4 
xv212 80,000 6a,ooo 9233 .248 a.0 
l2F215 80,000 68,000 .250 .2l2 .462 .2 
Av. .461 Av. 16.2 
12~216 80,000 68,000 .5’00 .128 .628 4.0 
m-217 80,000 68,000 -500 l og3 l 593 1.8 
12F21g 80,000 68,ooo l 5m .og4 -594 
l2F220 80,000 68,ooo .y30 ,102 .602 
Av. .604 
“:; 
Av. k2.0 
I2F224 80,000 68,000 .648 o .648 
12~225 80,000 68,000 O 98’0’ . 
12~226 80,000 68,000 :z 0 % 
12~227 80,ooo 68,ooo ,750 l ll2 .862 2:; 
Av. .713 Av.kl0.5 
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TABLE VII.- RESUEI'S OFTWO-STEP TESTSAThO°FBASED ON 
MEAN S-N CURVE - Concluded 
Specimen 
number 
12F228 
12F22g 
12~258 
I=259 
I-=‘275 
12~276 
12F278 
I=279 
12F280 78,~ 
12F281 78,000 
m-282 78,000 
l2F2a4 7%~ 
12~285 
12F286 
l2F2a8 
==a9 
%, 
PSI 
7o,ooo 
70, ooo 
70, ooo 
70, ooo 
‘/o,ooQ 
7o,ooo 
‘lo,ooo 
70, ooo 
J 
s23 
PSI 
78, ooo 
%E 
78: 000 
;4El 
78: 000 
78,000 
7o,ooo 
7o,m 
70, ooo 
7o,ooo 
70, coo 
7o,m 
7o,ooo 
7o,oQo 
7’0, ooo 
.70,~ 
7OY~O 
7OY~O 
R2’ 
“2 
:N2 
0.250 0.436 
.250 .585 
.250 .651 
-250 .528 
.500 
.5oQ 
-500 
*5(x> 
.672 
:$ *fW 
-750 
-654 
2;; 
.250 
.250 
.250 
9250 
:F$ 
.lg8 
-332 
Av. 
.134 
~58 
.lla 
.185 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio, 
I+iation 
from 
average, 
percent 
0.686 
.a35 
.go1 
1.172 
1.047 
. 796 
Av. * . 
.m3 
.654 
.789 
14.2 
4.4 
12.6 
2.7 
AV. k8.5 
Il.4 
95 
24.3 
Av k% . . 
la.4 
12.3 
5.8 
.521 
.426 
.448 
82 -3-c :9 
,634 
.658 
.618 
9685 
Av. .649 
9.3 
2.3 
t:: 
Av g . -. 
4.8 
5*1 
n-9 
Av. %$ 
32 
TABLE VIII.- RESULTS OFTWO-STEX'.TESTS AT 4OO'FBASED ON 
MIXWM S-N CXRVE 
[From~minimum curve: N at 68,000 psi is 181,000 cycles, N at 
70,000 psi is 154,000 cycles, N at 7_8,000 psi is 7g,OOO cycles, 
and N -at 80,000 psi lb 67,000 cyclesI 
NACA TN 4284 
Specimen 
number 
sl, 
Psi 
12~164 
12~165 
l2F166 
12F168 
68,000 
g,Og 
68:000 
ma6g 
12F170 
l.ztn71 
m172 
68,000 
68,000 
~;~ 
12F203 
12F204 
==Q5 
12~206 
68,000 
68,000 
68,ooo 
f%W 
12F210 
l2F211 
12F2l.2 
12~215 
80,000 
80, ocx3 
80,000 
%m 
12~216 
12~217 
12F21g 
12F220 
ET224 80,cix 
12F225 80,000 
12~226 80,000 
12F227 80,000 
s2, 
PSI 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
800 
Ez 
80:000 
80,000 
68,000 
68,000 
68,000 
%m 
68,000 
68,000 
~:~ 
68,000 
68,ooQ 
68,000 
68,000 
0.492 
.4g2 
.4g2 
.4g2 
:$; 
:;:; 
1.119 
1.18g 
1.475 
1.475 
- 299 
l 299 
-299 
-299 
- 597 
l 597 
l 597 
’ 597 
-773 
% 
.8g6 
R2, 
"2 
T 
0.588 
:g 
.742 
l 199 
.082 
.201 
.I28 
0 
0 
,021 
.058 
' 455 
.304 
2; 
.251 
.183 
.I236 
.200 
0 
0 
0 
.21g 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio, 
c 
2 
N 
1.080 
1.164 
.g44 
1.2 4 
Av. --#i 1.10 
1.182 
1.065 
1.184 
l.lll 
Av. l.lj6 
1.119 
I.189 
1.496 
1.5 
Av. -3 1.33 
Av. l 715 
.a48 
. 
Av. +F . 2 
.01m6 
1.u. 
Av. -73 l 75 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
2.4 
1z:z 
11.2 
Av. ZKT 
4.0 
C:: 
2.2 
Av. f4.2 
16.1 
10.9 
2; 
Av. ~03.5 
5*5 
15=7 
-. 9*9 
Av. & 
5*7 
::;I 
.6 
Av. +2.9 
10.5 
10.4 
6-7 
27.4 
Av. u3.8 
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TABLE VIII.- RESULTS OF TGTO-STEP TESTS AT h-W0 F BASED ON 
MINIMUM S-N CURVE - Concluded 
Specimen 
number 
sl, 
Psi 
12F228 
=I=29 
m258 
l-259 
70,ooo 
70, oa 
70,O~ 
70,000 
7OYO~ 
70,om 
70,ooo 
70,000 
12~266 
12~267 
l2F268 
12F26g 
70,000 
70,ooo 
7OY~O 
70, oa 
1=275 
12~276 
12F278 
1=279 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
12F280 
12F281 
12F282 
I2F284 
78,m 
78,000 
‘,“,= Y 
m285 78,000 
12F286 78,000 
12F288 78,ooo 
m’28g 78,000 
s2, 
Psi 
78,000 
78,000 
;Ez Y 
78,000 
;:Ei 
78h0 
Rl, 
"1. 
N1 
0.455 
l 455 
:g; 
0.563 
0756 
.a41 
.682 
l 9w 0867 
-909 .7& 
9909 .382 
l 9w 9892 
1.38 .172 
1.1gc 0 
1.38 .051 
1.19; 0 
l 323 
9323 
0323 
0323 
.4g2 
-319 
:Zg 
.646 
:E 
.646 
.2k3 
.2&3 
.214 
.336 
:;E 
.a73 
0968 
,097 
0 
0 
.xX) 
R2, 
"2 
N2 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio, 
c 
n 
ii 
1.018 
1.211 
1.296 
1.1 
Av. -3 1.1 
1.776 
1.615 
1.291 
1.801 
Av. 1.621 
1.536 
1.190 
1.415 
1.19'1 
Av. 1.335 
,815 
.642 
.683 
26 
Av. + :7 7 
l sss 
.934 
,860 
82 
AV. + :g1 
1.065 
.g41 
-873 
1.168 
Av. 1.012 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
J-2.7 
3.9 
Il.1 
Av. g$ 
g-6 
.4 
20.4 
11.1 
Rv. mx 
15.1 
10.9 
6.0 
10. 
t.v. 3.0. -3 
6.3 
16.3 
ILL.0 
20. 
Iv. EL3. 4 
2-9 
2: 
.2 
% Iv. k4. 
7:; 
13.7 
15.4 
Iv. so.3 
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TABLE IX.-RESULTS OF T'BREE-STEP TEWSAT400°FBASEDONMEANS-N CXIRVX 
[From mean curve: N at 68,OOOpsi is 356,000 cycles, N at 74,ooO psi 
is 170,000 cycles, and N at 80,000 psi is 80,000 cycles] 
lpecimel 
number 
12F2go 
12F2gl 
12F2g2 
==93 
Rl, 
SIY S2, S3, nl. 
Psi Psi Psi q 
68,000 74,000 80,ooo 0.300 
68,ooo 74,000 80,ooo .3(x 
68,000 74,ooo 80,000 .300 
68,000 74,000 80,000 ,300 
80,ooo 74,000 68,coo .300 
80,ooo 74,000 68,000 .300 
80,ooo 74,000 68,000 .3oo 
80,000 74,oo-o 68,000 -300 
! ! ! 
a.300 
-300 
.3m 
-300 
,.g11 
,649 
l 393 
l 771 
.266 0 
-300 ,024 
l 300 ,036 
l 3oo .064 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio, 
c fi 
Av. .623 
Deviation 
from 
average, 
Percent 
18.0 
2-5 
22.5 
-72 
bs2.5 
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TABLE, X.- RESULTS OF TEIREE-SW TESTS AT bOOoF BASED ON 
MINIMUM S-N CURVE 
[: From minimum curve: N at 68,wO psi is 181,000 cycles, 
N at 74,000 psi_is 111,000 cycles, and N at 80,000 psi 
IS 67,000 cycles1 
specimen SIY S2Y 
number Psi Psi 
l2F2go 68,ooo 74,ooo 
l2F2gl 68,000 74,ooo 
12F2g2 68,000 74,000 
l--293 ~mo 74,m 
12F2g5 80,000 74,m 
l2F297 80,000 74,(x0 
12F2g8 80,000 74,000 
12Fwg 80,000 74,cmo 
3, 
3 
N3 
L-088 
-775 
-469 
,921 
0 
,046 
,071 
-126 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio, 
c ii 
z3 
L518 
1. 0 
hv. s- 1. 2 
-765 
,863 
,888 
43 
ClV. -SF :5
Deviation 
from 
average, 
percent 
14.8 
2.0 
la.5 
2!4 
Av.klO.3 
11.6 
.2 
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. 
B 
m L 
. 
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TABIEXIV.- RESUEPS OF 800' F TESTS AT ONE STBXSS IBVEL 
[N obtained from mean S-N Curve] 
Specimen Stress, 
number Psi 
l2F342 82,000 41,100 
12~363 82,000 49,* 
la?344 82,000 53,100 
12F345 82,000 58,200 
=347 
12F346 
12~365 
12~364 
m325 
J-=330 
l=327 
12F348 
12F431 
lB435 
=323 
12F432 
13334 
l2F434 
lZ335 
I=350 
1=372 
12F37l 
12F322 
1=352 
m353 
m354 
1=355 
12~321 
/ 
’ Cycles to 
failure, 
n 
Mean 
life, 
N 
Cycle Deviation 
ratio, from 
fi 
average, 
percent 
80,000 
80,000 
fQY~ 
80,000 
E?E 
&OO 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
7&m 
;EE 
78:000 
74,000 
74,000 
74,m 
74,000 
gyz 
45hQ 
47,200 
62,800 
79,800 
110,200 
65,800 
75,000 
102,100 
103;600 
llly200 
g?E 
1g2:200 
93aQ 184,000 
132,600 184,000 
=,~ 184,000 
226,900 184,000 
274,600 184,000 
;$%z 
417:3oa 
418,100 
40,000 
40,000 
2~ I 
65,000 
65,000 
65,~ 
65,000 
65,000 
65,000 
65,000 
llo,cKm 
110,000 
lloyom 
110,000 
llo, 000 
llo, 000 
llo, 000 
llo,ooo 
308,000 
$ixz 
308:ooo 
1.028 la.5 
l-235 2-9 
1.328 5.2 
AZ.2 
Av. klO.5 
,629 
,665 
:% 
,966 
1.228 
1.704I 
Av. .944 
2% 
.928 
,942 
1.ol.l 
1.161 
1.198 
1.7k7 
Av. 1.033 
.510 
l 7= 
1.211 
1.233 
1.4$ 
Av. 1.033 
33.4 
29.6 
26.4 
23.1 
2.3 
E 
Av. &i 
42.1 
34.0 
10.2 
8.8 
2.1 
12.3 
IA.0 
.l 
3- Av. k2 .3 
w-6 
30.0 
17.2 
19.4 
44.4 
Av. km 
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TABLE XIV.- IUEXJETS OF 800' F TESTS AT ONE STRESS LEXEL - Continued 
Specimen 
number 
12~367 72, OOO 
1m433 72,000 
l-=320 72,000 
l2F368 72, OOO 
12~436 72,m 
1=%9 72,000 
I=366 72,000 
~356 
12F438 
m340 
t3-i 
lzP341 
1=319 
m339 
12F381 
12F384 
~383 
12F382 
12&a 
I=357 
m318 
12F33-7 
I=317 
=J?332 
12F326 
12~328 
Stress, 
Psi 
70,000 
7OYW 
70,~ 
70,O~ 
702~0 
7OYooo 
70,oo 
7010~ 
68,000 
68,000 
@fWOO 
68,000 
68,coo 
68,000 
68,cQo 
68,000 
66,000 
66,000 
66,000 
66,000 
Cycles to Mean Cycle Deviation 
failure, life, ratio, from 
n N f 
average, 
percent 
181,100 
235,000 
493,000 
1,11_8,500 
759 Y 300 860,ooo 
803,500 860,000 
1,043,000 860,000 
1,141,700 860,000 
L193YaoQ 860,000 
1,223,ooO 860,000 
1,32a,300 =WoO 
~617,500 =JY~ 
518,100 1,500,000 
654,300 1,500,~ 
742,100 1,500,000 
820,700 1,5~YcJJO 
1,113,3~ lY5cQYO~ 
i,671,000 1,5~,~0 
2,293,300 L5~,000 
2,545&O 1, WO,O~ 
~ 3,374BO 
3,994,oo 
, 4,303,700 
i 5,178,500 
518,000 
518,000 
;3zz 
518: 000 
518,000 
518,000 
O-350 
,454 
l 952 
1.103 
1.415 
1.674 
Av % . . Av. 
,883 
-934 
1.212 
1.327 
1.388 
1.422 
1.544 
1.880 
Av. 1.323 
-345 
,436 
-495 
-547 
,742 
1.114 
l-529 
1.6 -BP Av. . 3 
1.082 
1.280 
?E 
Av. 1.350 
8.9 
16.8 
38.2 
z 
814 
4:; 
42.1 
Av. k17.8 
;:I 
3616 
14.1 
29.0 
77-1 
96.6 
Av. k50.7 
19-9 
5-2 
2.1 
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TABLE xIv.- RFSUiX?S OF 800' P TESTS AT OTE STRESS LEXEL - Concluded 
I 
‘I 
I I I I 
Deviation 
Specimen I Stress, Cycles to Mean 
Cycle 
failure, life, ratio, 
a---- 
number Psi n N 
IIWEl 
average, 
percent 
-- 
65,000 
65,000 
65,000 
i 65,000 
165,000 
2,&7,6~ 
4,287,7~ 
4,748,7m 
8,677m 
13,223,500 
0.545 
-833 
,922 
1.685 
Av ?$% . . 
58.4 
36.4 
6.0 
Av. E + 9.8 
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TABLE XV.- REiSUEFS OF TWO-STEP TESTS &YlJ &O°F 
c From mean curve: N at 74,ooO psi is 308,COJI cycles and 
N at 78,000 psi is ll0,OO-O cycles] 
Specimen 
number ' 
sl.' 
Psi 
s2J 
Psi 
RIJ 
Y 
5 
R2J 
n2 
% 
~~478 
12~446 
l2F442 
=F473 
l2F444 
74,000 
74,000 
74,000 
74,000 
74mo 
78,000 
78,000 
0.250 0.709 
.250 . -837 
.250 .%5 
.250 1.211 
.250 1.225 
lz451 
12F482 
12F477 
12F447 
12~483 
m454 
l2F481 
SF452 
12~456 
74,000 
74,ooo 
;tJ :Ei J 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
78,000 
78,OoQ 
78,000 
-500 
:gii 
l 500 
-500 
,426 
.468 
9567 
:;ZY 
31 
’ 750 
-750 
9750 
0 
.250 
2;; 
l2F4-60 
1m459 
1=457 
12~461 
$E?E 
78:ooo 
78mo 74,000 
,250 .141 
.250 .224 
l 250 l 273 
l ?x l 390 
12~467 78,000 74J(333 .500 .006 
12~463 78,000 74Jm0 ,500 . o6g 
12~466 78,000 74 J 000 .goo .lOO 
12~465 78mo 74J 000 l 5oo l 3o5 
m470 
12F472 
12F46g 
12~485 
12F4.68 
78,ooo 
78,000 
$iJE 
78b 
.623 0 
.626 0 
-719 0 
,750 -027 
-750 .04g 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio J 
0.959 21.3 
1.087 10.8 
1.115 8.5 
1.461 19-9 
1.475 21.0 
Av. 1.219 iv. *G 
.g26 21.1 
-968 17.5 
1.067 9.1 
1.430 21.8 
1.481 26.1 
Av. 1.174 Iv. kl9.1 
.58i 
1.000 
1.077 
1.449 
Av. 1.027 
43.4 
42'; 
41:1 
Iv. k23.0 
-391 
.474 
-523 
640 
AV. * 
9506 
. 569 
.600 
0805 
Av. -355 
22.9 
6.5 
3-2 
26.2 
Iv. *x7 
.623 
.626 
-719 
l 777 
Av f$$ . 
18.4 
a.2 
3.2 
.8 
9 Iv. +1 .g 
12.1 
11.7 
1.4 
g-6 
12.7 
iv. 5Ls.g 
Deviation 
from 
average J 
percent 
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TABLEi XV.- RESULX'S OF TWO-STEP TESTS ALI? 800° F - Concluded 
RIJ 
“1 
F 
R2J 
n2 
N2 
Cumulative 
cycle 
ratio J 
c 
Deviative 
from 
average J 
percent 
s2J 
Psi 
slJ 
Psi 
Specimen 
number 
12F4g1 
%-2i 
l2F4g2 
8oJmo 72, c-00 0.250 0.085 
80Jmo 72, COO -250 l 3oP 
8oJmo 72,m *faQ .343 
~J~ 72,000 -250 .566 
41.8 
2.9 
m4g6 
12F4g4 
=I+97 
1=495 
72, Ooo 
72,m 
72,000 
72,000 
12~502 
m4g8 
1=5o3 
12F500 
=499 
72,000 .514 0 
72,m .586 0 
72,ooO .628 0 
72,000 .6g2 0 
72Jo-00 l 750 .044 
13507 72,000 
iD506 72,000 
12~508 72~~0 
12F504 72,m 
l2F510 
1=509 
x3511 
=5= 
13513 
72, OOO 
72,000 
72,000 
72,000 
72,000 
l2F514 72,000 80,000 
1=517 72, OOO 80,000 
l-=515 72 J 000 8oJom 
12~516 72,000 80,000 
.593 
.816 
Av. 3 
4::; 
Av. k22.4 
.454 
:g 
.500 
.454 
.501 
-529 
0 
,001 
l 029 
'053 
10.8 
1.6 
2’6 
Av. zz 0553 Av. -509 
.514 
2:: 
.6g2 .7- 4 -7% Av. . 3
20.1 
8.9 
;:2 
23.5 
Av. a2.5 
l 847 
l-155 
1.208 
1.265 
Av. l.ll9 
24.3 
2:: 
13.0 
Av. f12.1 
l.u.4 27.1 
1.146 25.0 
1.709 11.8 
1.806 18.1 
.250 
.250 
,250 
.250 
95P7 
~ -905 
-9% 
1.015 
,614 
.646 
1.209 
1.306 
1*371 GiL - 22.4 
Av. 1.529 Av. k20.9 
:g 
l 750 
-750 
.662 
.$a 
l-049 
1.326 
1.412 
1.692 
1.799 
19.1 
;:"1 
Av +-1 . _ . 
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TABLE XVI.- RESULTS OF TKREX-STEP TESTS AT 800' F 
c From mean curve: N at 72,000 psi is 518,000 cycle6J pi at 
is 184,mo cycles J and N at 80JOo0 psi is 65,000 
jpecimel 
number 
l-=522 72,000 76,000 8oJmc 0.300 0.209 
12~528 72,000 76,000 E!o,ooc l 3oo .257 
1m53o 72,000 76,000 8oJom .300 .271 
12~526 72,000 76,000 80,000 .3oa .3oo 
1=525 72,000 76,000 80,ooc ,300 .300 
1=532 WJQoo 
IS533 8oJo~ 
1=531 80,000 
la537 80,000 
m535 80,000 
-534 80,000 
76,000 
76,000 
i76,0ca 
;zJE 
76:ooo 
72JmC .3oo .078 
72,m .300 -091 
72Jom *300 .llO 
72,m -300 *I79 
72,000 .3co ,208 
72,000 .3oo .234 
l---r slJ 52, s3J psi Psi psi 
R3J 
5 
N3 
0 
0 
0 
.01: 
.07' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Zumulative 
cycle 
ratio J 
c 
n 
0.509 
-557 
0571 
.611 
.6 4 
-4 Iv. .5 
.378 
l 391 
.410 
.479 
:yf 
PLV. -?- - 50 
Deviation 
from 
average J 
percent 
E . 
t’6 
15.4 
Av. +7.g 
16.0 
13.1 
8.9 
6.4 
ii:'7 
~v.ti2.7 
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NACA TN 4284 
.80 
.40 
0 
47 
Cyole ratio, R 
Figure l.- Typical curves of damage ratio plotted against cycle ratio. 
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140 
130 
120 
10 
0 
Figure - 2.- Average tensile stress-strain curve for SA.E 4130 stainless 
steel at room temperature. 
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